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Abstract- Everyday, a large number of individuals use personal care products (PCPs) and customarily are accidental that these items are 
causing mischief to the earth. It is of desperate significance to address the consequences these products have to the environment. Inferable 
from the way that consumers drive the market, scientific information in regards to the implications of generally used ingredients regularly, 
could help relieve the related negative effects. This paper underscores the harmful impacts of ingredients used in hair care products. On 
account of sustainable development, the alternative ingredients proposed by researchers and industry are evaluated with the green 
chemistry standards. Through awareness, public sentiments could enable steer research efforts to safer, and greener solutions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The personal care product industry is predominately determined by assorted variety and advancement since people demand 
it. The industry develops and manufactures beauty care products which is defined as “Any substance, or mixture of substances, 
manufactured, sold or represented for use in cleansing, improving or altering the complexion, skin or teeth and includes 
deodorants and perfumes” [1]. Everyday huge numbers of us use one of the personal care products (PCPs) and unconsciously 
expose the environment and ourselves unnecessarily to harm. Exclusion of these products completely is ideal however terribly 
unrealistic. Specifically, the present conjecture for the personal care industry shows an upward trend which is an aftereffect of a 
change in the economy and no confirmation of slowing down [2] with the rise of disposal income expected in the approaching 
years, consumers will probably attempt and look for products that guarantee multiple advantages. With this information, it is 
essential to know when it comes to your PCPs, what the ingredients. Also, are the ingredients harmful and is the manufacturer 
concerned with green practices. 

With the omnipresent use of these products, the risks postured by these to our environment need to better comprehended. 
Numerous hair care products contain several synthetic compounds used to achieve different functions or give a specific 
improvement. Studies have given confirmation that the synthetic substances as of now utilized as a part of hair care products 
have a negative effect and pose a hazard to the environment. Distinguishing the issues can help control a more focused research 
toward handling these issues. Currently, a globally larger objective is to accomplish sustainable development, defined as 
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs” 
[3]. Alongside the market gauge for this industry, the most suitable alternative for getting feasible improvement is by methods 
for implementing twelve principles of green chemistry, first presented in 1998 by Paul Anastas and John Warner [4], a 
significant component to achieving this objective. Jessop et al [5] recommended cost-viability and the cancer-causing nature of 
ingredients needs to likewise be considered. 

The objective of this paper is to review some of the current ingredients used in hair care products and the issues that 
emerge, ruining a sustainable development. Through the execution of some of the green chemistry principles, improvement has 
been made in offering alternatives to toxic chemicals. Of the twelve Green Chemistry Principles the main concentration will be 
adapted towards prevention, outline for safer chemicals, use of renewable feedstocks, and plan for degradation. 

II. HAIR CARE PRODUCTS 

Many of us use shampoo which serve to wash down the hair and scalp in addition to improving the hair compatibility and 
appearance. The main ingredients used in shampoo are surfactants which are principally responsible for cleaning [6]. They are 
effective cleaning agents as a result of the nature of its structure; its hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity. The hydrophobic side 
interacts with the dirt of the hair while the hydrophilic suspends the surfactant and bounds dirt to water. In lots of shampoos, 
sodium laureth sulfate (SLES), is used as the major active surfactant [2]. It has several desirable qualities, for example, its 
solubility in water, and its insensitive to water hardness. SLES is additionally responsible for the foaming action of shampoo 
and toothpaste [7]. 
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Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLES)
 

 
The surfactants cause a trouble to the environment. For example, while SLES is derived from a natural source - coconut 

and/or palm oil, it is manufactured through a chemical process. Also, the nature of this process, ethoxylation, is known to bring 
about contamination with 1,4 dioxane, a carcinogen [8]. While a product might be promoted as natural this does not mean it is 
green nor does it imply that it is clear of any pollutants. 

III. GREEN ALTERNATIVES 

A novel soybean oil-based polymeric surfactant (SBPS) demonstrated its ability to meet major requirement of shampoo 
while being non-toxic, environmentally friendly and derived from renewable sources, meeting many of the green chemistry 
principles [6]. The hydrophobic ends of the macromolecules were derived from soybean oil and the hydrophilic portions were 
based on ethylene glycol units. Additionally, the physicochemical properties were studied along with their cleaning ability, 
foaming characteristics, and viscosity in order to study the utility of this novel surfactant in shampoo. Popadyuk et. al. [6] 
evaluated the novel SBPS along with commercial shampoo and was able to conclude that soybean is a viable replacement. 
Following reaction depicts the facile synthesis of this copolymer, where R is soybean fatty acid component. 

 
Synthesis of the SBPS copolymer [6] 

Another green surfactant is alkyl polyglycoside (APG). It is manufactured from inexhaustible resources, are promptly 
biodegradable and are low in toxicity .They contain an extensive sugar-based hydrophilic head (i.e glucose, galactose, maltose, 
and so on.) and hydrophobic hydrocarbon tail. The issue with pure APG is it is too costly to ever be utilized as a part of an 
industrial application. Surfactant blends have offered a solution to reducing the cost of pure green surfactants. Some of 
naturally derived surfactants are given in table I. 
 

TABLE I 
NATURALLY DERIVED SURFACTANT [7] 

 
Name of surfactant Natural resource Advantage 

Disodium cocoyl glutamate Coconut fatty acids High foaming 

Sodium coco- glucoside tartrate Coconut and amino acid from 
fermented sugar 

Non-drying with skin and hair conditioning 
properties 

Saponins [9] have been investigated for their potential as surfactants. It appears in different tissues of an extensive number 
of plant species and are predominately glycosides having at least one sugar chains attached to the aglycone, the non-polar parts 
of the molecule. Saponins are obtained from oleochemical feedstock and a vital source of these saponins is the Yucca 
Schidigera plant. However, the supply from plant sources has been restricted making the products less available and bringing 
about a high cost. Also, the saponins make good foam but have low cleansing properties making its use in industrial application 
far-fetched. 

In last decade, microbes were contemplated for their capability to degrade waste biomass to produce useful bio-surfactants. 
In view of the way that humic acids are capable of lessening the surface tension of water, and solubilizing hydrophobic 
compounds [10]. An alkaline treatment was used to convert comport to surfactant-like material. The possibility to 
commercialize the product was not assessed. 
 

IV. ISSUES WITH GREEN INGREDIENTS 
 

Achieving high performing products with more green alternatives is the greatest challenge confronted and the execution 
does not yet match that of conventional ingredients. A recommended alternative mixing ingredient could reduce decrease 
harmful ingredients just like the case with some of the proposed green alternatives for surfactants and UV filters. Also, issues 
can happen when attempting to scale up from laboratory to manufacturing which could mean a less controlled condition. 
Moreover, natural ingredients have a tendency to be more susceptible to bacteria as it thinks that it more nutritious [8].  
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

Abolition of current dangerous synthetic compounds in hair care products needs to be addressed. With some of the green 
chemistry principles feasible alternatives can be found and sensation can be made. Endeavors should be centered on 
understanding the full ramifications of the hair care products ingredients as there is a lack of information with respect to this. 
For enhancing the biodegradability of ingredients, the reduction of harmful synthetic substances must be done either by totally 
supplanting the toxic chemicals or by discovering approaches to lessen the need of the unsafe chemicals through mixing them 
with natural products. In conclusion, biodiversity should be considered when attempting to discover 'green' alternatives, it is 
vital not to put at risk the system. 
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